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April 16, 2015
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RAA Meeting Thursday April 16, 7:30 Lyncrest Flight Centre – Aircraft Electronics – 101
Steve Sadler will demonstrate installing Molex connectors. This will be a hands-on demonstration.
Tom Stoyka will be speaking about some of the basics of aircraft wiring. A short primer on ohm's
law and current flow, sizing of wiring, switches, fuses/breakers, and relays. Everyone welcome.
RAA Tools
Available for RAA Members (membership costs $25/year) in addition to an industrial bending
brake, English Wheel, Pneumatic phishing tool, drill press, engine hoist, wing racks, anvils, digital
aircraft weights for weight and balance, etc., check out http://raatools.blogspot.ca/ for photos of
smaller tools such as cylinder head wrenches, compression and magneto synchronization and tach
tester…plus plans and builders’ books. Contact Ben Toenders (btoenders@shaw.ca) to sign out
RAA tools. If there is a tool that one person rarely uses but collectively we’d find useful, that you’d
like RAA to purchase, email jill.oakes@umanitoba.ca.
RAA-Winnipeg now has FOUR-SEATER Club Aircraft
Thank you to Mr. Ken and Gerry Pennington for their most generous donation of Ken’s 4-seater
PA28 to the RAA!!! The purpose of this plane is to provide men and women pilots an opportunity
to fly a 4-seater plane, sharing cost of maintenance and operations with other members. If you
are interested in flying this Club Plane, please send jill.oakes@umanitoba.ca a scan of your Pilots
Licence Number and Medical to begin the application process. See updates at C-GNUC web site:
http://c-gnuc.jimdo.com/what-is-c-gnuc/
RAA Final Assembly Workshop – Heated Hangar space – $200 for small aircraft ($150 for
summer months), includes heat, welding plugs. Contact Ben Toenders (btoenders@shaw.ca).
Long-Term and Short-Term Rentals welcome. Space is available now.
Fabric Covering Workshop with Larry Brown – Saturday April 25th Lyncrest Airport 9:30 am
– 4:00 pm,
Learn how to cover and repair fabric covered aircraft during this one day Workshop (might carry
over to 2nd day) by actually doing a sampler. Participants take home a covered wing rib. Topics
include: Covering, Materials, Stitching, Spray equipment, choosing a color scheme etc. All
materials supplied plus lunch $65/Registrant limited to 18 people. Larry Brown has been covering
and repairing fabric aircraft since he was 14 and has prepared an action packed workshop that will
be valuable to people who own their own fabric covered aircraft, as well as aviators fascinated
with learning more about a quickly dying aviation-related skill!, Pre-register by contacting
jill.oakes@umanitoba.ca funds are donated to the MB 99s for flight training scholarships.
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Building My RV-8 C-GWDD – Harvey McKinnon

My interest in flying started when my Dad would take us up to the Dunphy New Brunswick
airstrip. Dunphy was a forestry strip in Upper Blackville on the Mirimichi River in N.B. used for
control of the spruce bud worm and firefighting. Art Dunphy built the strip after returning from
WW2. He won a DFC during 2 tours on Halifax's. The strip was in the valley so up on the hill
beside the strip you had a bird’s eye view of the operation, sometimes there would be 20+
airplanes flying, 15 TBM Avengers and bird dogs. They would take off 3 to a team and as the last
team departed the first group would be back for overhead break and landing. The sound was
incredible with Wright R2600 at full power down in that little valley. Reno is only thing close to
that. You could feel the pounding of big engines in your chest. My father would take us most
evenings when they were spraying to watch the airport take-off and land. My older brother went
on to fly the TBM for 20+ seasons and I worked as AME for 2 seasons in the late 1970s.
The Air Force base at Chatham N.B. was cool with CF-101s. When the Russians were testing our
airspace they would be flying round the clock, a pair of CF-101’s going every 20 min and then the
American F-106 would be there to help. I built models, read every book on WW2 airplanes and Air
Racing that could be found. I started working at the airport and it wasn't long before I was
bucking rivets and helping repair aircraft. I learned to fly and became an AME where we did a lot
of repairs on Floats, Beavers, Otter and other aircraft. Warbirds, Racing Aircraft, Spray planes
were my passion.
Time past and was I flying full time 40 seat airplanes and hadn't flown except at work for years. I
wanted a different flying experience, aerobatics, formation flying, and Nancy and I wanted to see
the country from the air. We needed an airplane. I looked at Harvard’s, Chipmunks, Pits and
others but in the end I decided to build an RV-8. I chose the RV-8 for its ability to do aerobatics,
its good speed, luggage space (forward and rear compartment), fuel capacity (4 hours at cruise)
and to use my previous sheet metal experience. I also spent time reading RV-8 pilot reports. Most
liked its handling, aerobatic performance, short field performance, cross country efficiency. Its
only real vice was it picked up speed very quickly if the nose was down, easily exceeding VNE. The
VNE on RV-8 is 200kts TAS but high power cruise can be 175kts indicated so there is not much
margin. If you are at high cruise altitude (9000 ft.) in an RV indicating 155 kts (which it will do)
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your TAS is 183kts. If you descended at 172 Kts from 9000ft that would be exceeding the VNE of
200 kts TAS. Speed control must be understood and adhered to, the RV's only real vice. I like the
look of the RV-8, it reminded me of a little fighter. That is why I chose the 8 over the side by side
RV 7. I gave up panel space for tandem seating and cross country flight would be nicer in the 7
but I chose the tail wheel for looks. It is a very easy tail wheel airplane.
The Vans slow build kits come in four sections: Empennage, Wing, Fuselage and Finishing. I
ordered the Empennage Kit and a RV tool kit, purchased a compressor and knowing what I know
now I would should have purchased a power hacksaw (straight cuts and angle cuts would be much
easier), a power disk and belt sander (clean off tool marks round corners), a good angle drill,
extra Clecos and a few different screw types.
Vans have their own jargon but once you understand it, the directions are very good. Sometimes
they are like my Mom's recipes, when it didn't work and I would ask her how many eggs? Well
none were in that recipe, nowhere did it say eggs. Mom just expected you to know that!
The online resources from other builders are very good with excellent pictures and Vans has a hot
line to call.
Building the Empennage is straight forward but is made easier by doing a few things like marking
on the parts with a marker, up, forward, left, right and rivet size/type (I used different colors) and
direction of counter sinking. It is easy to get them wrong. When you start to build you must
Register with MDRA - I would recommend an inspection before starting the Wings. If there are
issues with any of the work it is much easier to correct at this stage. The MDRA inspectors are all
volunteer and home builders so they want you to make a good safe aircraft that you can enjoy for
many years.
The Wing kit is next. A few decisions have to be made, are you going to have inverted fuel,
landing lights, heated pitot tube but not many choices at this stage. The wings are all match
drilled so they should be straight but use caution fluting the ribs - make sure they are straight, lay
them on a flat surface and adjust the flutes until flat and 90 degrees bend on the flanges. Take
care riveting as they are light skins which can be damaged easily. I.e. short burst riveting the ribs
to spars use a long set and put masking tape on the head replacing every few rivets - this will
cut down on the “smiles”. A good solid fixture is required to hold wing in place.
The next stage is the fuselage. A solid fixture is required to hold the frame in place while the skins
are attached, care when fluting the bulkheads will make a much nicer finish, you may need to file
some edges off the outside edges of the flanges to get a smooth finish. This is the most difficult
riveting on the airplane as skins are light and curved so easy to slip. Now the choices need to be
made - what Avionics, Instruments, Wiring, lights, prop, engine and etc. . . . The Avionics are
advancing very fast, at Sebring Light Sport Show there were many choices of very capable
Avionics and radios. I chose a Dynon D100 EFFI system as my Primary flight instrument then used
traditional VSI, AS, Alt, and Compass. For backup attitude reference I use a Belite Electronic
Turn/Bank. Dynon has a gmeter, volt meter, stall warning, compass, airspeed, Alt, VSI all built
into the unit. The unit has a backup battery in case of losing electrical power. For radios I used
Garmin Com/GPS, iCom com, and Garmin Transponder. For the intercom I used the unit built into
the iCom. I would look carefully at intercoms as a good one makes things much more enjoyable.
I would also plan for electrical power for IPhones, handle-held GPS and such. Whatever your
choices they have to fit into the panel. I made a plywood copy of the Panel and started fitting the
Instruments and radios; some of the units are long and can interfere with other parts. They also
need to be held in place so there needs to be room to fit this structure. Also all the switches for
the battery, Mags ,Pitot Heat, Flaps, Com 1 and 2 etc. . I missed the Elt switch - it was a real pain
to fit it in after the fact. In future I would leave room for additional switches. I fitted the panel all
together using hardware store screws and bolts with the radios, switches, instruments, structure
all in place making sure there was room for wiring and tubing needed. After I was sure everything
would fit, I cut the aluminum panel, in my case I bonded a 1/8 inch birch plywood to the panel for
looks.
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I changed the wiring from Vans plans to have a radio master. In hind sight I would do it Van’s way.
The RV-8 Dakota Kid which I saw on the RAA fall trip moved the wire terminals to the forward
baggage compartment i.e. on the forward side of the bulkhead and then made a sturdy cover . I
believe this to be a very good idea, once the top skin is on even with a panel in the bulkhead,
access is very limited. Any repairs or work required will be of lower quality, better to have full
access to make good repairs.
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You have to make your engine choice before ordering the Finishing Kit Your choice affects the
engine mount, cowling, fuel pumps, etc. . . . Prop choice must also be made - it effects the
spinner, hoses required, prop governor, throttle quadrant, cables and etc. I chose the Lycoming o360 of 180hp with a Hartzell constant speed prop. My reasoning was - number 1. Airplane was
designed for this engine; 2. Carb is simple and can be started by hand ; 3. Lighter than 200hp
IO360 which make it necessary to have the battery in aft baggage compartment. I stayed with
Mags and carb, today I would go with fuel injected and electronic ignition, they are proven now
and are much more efficient. I believe this airplane needs the constant speed prop more than any
other improvements.
The cowling and baffling take a lot of man hours to get a good fit. The canopy I chose to glue on
using the Sikaflex system (a marine glue for installing windows in ships) My thoughts were with
our temperature changes the movement could lead to stress at the rivet joints causing cracks
(which happens). The Sikaflex is flexible allowing the canopy to move some without consecrating
the stresses.
So far so good.
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Putting the airplane together is about being careful. The wings main spars are match drilled at the
factory but you set the angle of incidences when drilling the rear spar to fuselage pickups. Edge
distance is most important as that affects the structural strength. Set the required angle of
incidences on both wings. Check for required edge distance, adjust to be well with in edge
distance and angle of incidences same on each wing. Check the distance from wing tip to tail.
When you’re sure it is the best it can be, make the holes. The tail assembly and landing gear
requires the same care.
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When the airplane is all together the weight balance is done, all placards, first aid kits, etc. check
lists are made, paper work is finished, and it is time to go flying. Before flying the aircraft I read
the FAA Advisory Circular 90-89a Amateur Built Aircraft Flight Testing Handbook, Vans Manual
test flying section, Skip Holms report on testing the racing P51Stilotto, Capt. Eric Brown
comments on “a life of test flying some of the most dangerous aircraft”. All of these reports had
one thing in common, have a plan so you know what you are going to do. On the day of the flight
you only have to carry out the plan. I wrote my plan down and had a check list for the first flight.
Since the engine was new the first few flights would be breaking in the new cylinders. This
requires high power operation 75 % or greater. In my experience max Manifold Pressure seats
the rings the best. Ground running is the most detrimental to a new engine (poor uneven
cooling) so run should be limited to normal preflight checks. I did a couple of short runs such as
taxiing to fuel pumps and back then removed cowlings and checked for leaks and anything amiss.
I loaded the airplane to have a mid C of G. I don't believe in doing high speed taxi. I never raise
the tail unless I plan to takeoff. (High speed taxi is really a high speed rejected takeoff where all
sorts of things can go wrong, so doing this in aircraft you have never flown is probably not wise).
The first take off was off runway 09 then a slight turn to north to set up right base for 17 if
needed. If everything was good, set up the downwind about 1 inch back (make sure engine didn't
over speed) so need to check rpm (less than 2700 and more than 2500), check airspeed alive,
engine smooth and pulling good, raise tail to level, lift off at 1.3 x Stall (72 kts) climb out at 75
kts. The takeoff didn't go quite as planned. I checked airspeed alive but when I look for 72 kts
for lift off it was still around 40 but airplane was clearly going faster and still accelerating like
crazy and I was holding the aircraft on the ground. Clearly the airplane was ready to fly so off we
went. I set the airplane up over head the airport. I left the engine at full throttle then 2500 RPM.
Wrote down the engine readings, GPS speed, I did this every 15 minutes this allows you to see
trends. I brought the prop control to full RPM to check max RPM. GPS speed was showing I was
going very fast but at this low alt I still had a good margin on the VNE. With the hour almost up I
started slowing down for landing 2200 /22 let the engine cool a bit 18 inches Mp then back to 15”
then 12” turn final GPS showed still fast not knowing my Indicated Airspeed I didn't use flaps, the
plan was to touch down 1/3 of the way down runway if past that, go around. The landing worked
out good, a little faster than needed.
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After the flight I recorded fuel burns, oil use, removed cowlings checked things over, fixed Pitot
line connection, fixed oil leak. Second flight was a repeat of the first with Airspeed Working, the
plan climb out at 75 kts was too steep of an angle so adopted 90 kts - it still gives good ground
separation. Until the airplane had 10 hours, the flights concentrated on breaking the engine in.
At this point all flying was done with a mid C of G and full fuel giving a weight of 1570 lbs. Stalls
were carried out clean and at ½ flap and full flap. Accelerated stalls were carried out at 2g. The
aircraft showed no signs of flicking or anything, lowering the nose recovered the stall. The next
flight was at max weight mid C of G the same stalls were carried out with slight increase in stall
speed. Vans required a test where the aircraft was trimmed to max maneuvering speed 120 kts
then pull the stick back sharply releasing the stick to introduce oscillations, and then make sure
the oscillations are decreasing back towards trimmed flight. The next flights moved the C of G aft,
each flight Stall and Oscillations tests were carried out until reaching max aft recommended C of
G. The recovery from oscillations test are much slower with aft C of G. Vans recommend limiting
your aft C of G to where your aircraft recovers in the test or Vans max aft recommended C of G
whichever is reached first. The same tests were carried to the forward C of G limit. I did climb test
to 12000 feet and climb test required to remove CoA restrictions. I waited for a south wind to try
paved landing at St Andrews just to get a feel for pavement with the best conditions. After 25
hours, testing the airplane for Normal operations was completed. This spring will do the aerobatics
test required to allow aerobatic flight.
After 25 hours testing period the new C of A arrived allowing me to carry a passenger and extend
my travel beyond the 25 mile radius of Lyncrest. The first trip was out to Brandon to see how
everything worked on a cross country, see how Nancy liked the passenger seat and such. Peter
Moodie was flying the Commonwealth Air Training Plan Museum Cornell and took the picture at
the start of the article. After this trip a full inspection was carried out in preparation for the flight
to Florida. We had matching flight suits which we stocked with water proof matches, energy bars,
survival blankets, knives and etc. and we made a more extensive survival kit for the rear baggage
area. We weighed our baggage and packed the aircraft to stay well with in C of G the weight
coming in 157 lbs. under gross weight.
Next month Harvey will write about his and Nancy’s flight to Florida and return.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2015 Membership Form

Winnipeg Area Chapter RAA
Full $25
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Required Information
Name

OFFICE USE ONLY

Mailing
Address

Renewal Date

Phone(s)

Chq.
Other
Initials

E-mail
Are you an RAA national member?

(1)

Do you give permission for your information to be
made available to other Winnipeg RAA members?
Optional Information
Do you own
an aircraft?
Yes
Make/model:

No

Registration:
Are you
building or
restoring an
aircraft?

Yes
Make and model
of project(s):

No

Are you a
member of
other
aviation
groups?

Cash

Yes

No

Yes

No

EAA:
COPA:
Others:

What Pilots
licences and
ratings do
you hold?

RAA Winnipeg contributes $15 per member towards the insurance program maintained
by RAA national. This program provides liability insurance to cover local chapter events.
Please make cheque payable to: RAA - Winnipeg Chapter
Mailing Address: RAA Winnipeg Chapter c/o Harold Kroeker
217 Niagara St. Winnipeg Mb.
R3N 0V1
Note: Your membership fee to the RAA - Winnipeg Chapter does not provide membership in National RAAC.
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